Welcome brothers and sisters. You are listening to Signs and Wonders the broadcast that
came right on time, I am your Host Dawid Yacob Maccabeus today’s date according to
the Gregorian calendar is January 28th 2012. Now keep in mind it will not be 2012
officially until March 9. March 9th is the first day of the year, according to the ancient
Hebrew and Babylonian calendar. So this means 14 days later is the Passover on March
22nd . I say this to keep us on our proper time frame.
Open message to our Father The Most High AHYAH
Father AHYAH thank you for another opportunity to speak to your children. Thank you
for giving me the abilities to search threw these lies and deceptions. I ask father that you
bind and bound those that desire to stop this message or use this information as a
stumbling block. I ask Father that you free our people from mind control, please be
patient with us father, allow us to fulfill the covenant that we made with you. I humbly
ask that you bless this message and free the minds of this wicked system of oppression. I
say this message in the name of your gift and your love YAHUSHUAH, HalleluYah
HalleluYah HalleluYah.

Opening Statement:
Okay today I will be doing something different. I am going to hold a Hebrew Council
Meeting and due a Signs and Wonders broadcast. So for the first part of this broadcast I
ask that you sit back listen to the message. And for the second part we will open it up to
questions. Now this broadcast is call The Return Of the Anunnaki.
Now we have been told that the Anunnaki are the Fallen Angels. They are the parents of
the giants, the long necks or the demons. We here the explanation from people like Steve
Quale, George Noorey, Erick Von Däniken, David Icke, Patrick Heron, Gillian and
George Green, Zechariah Sitchin and on and on and on.
They say “they came from the sky” they came because they needed gold and slaves to
save there dying planet. We are told that they “created mankind.” We all heard the
stories of the gray alien abductions. Some of us heard Minister Farrakhan aka the
charmer speaking about how he traveled on a giant wheel. Some of us heard Malcolm X
speak about how the moon was created 66 trillion years ago during and how the Fallen
Angels the Aliens, the angelic beings created the white man in a laboratory. We hear
about the temple of Hathor, the Ascended Master and the coming of Maitreya from the
prophet Benjamin Cream. How about Area 51, the gray alien invasion, Nibiru and The
Return Of The Anunnaki.
Brothers and sister this is what you call UFO Religion. We are replacing Christianity,
Judaism and Islam with UFO Religion. “They came from the sky”. Now please

understand I am not doing this broadcast to offend anyone. I am doing this broadcast for
the Seed Of Yacob.
Because we have a job to-do and we can not fall for this insanity. This world has truly
gone insane. Lets not join them!

ANNUNAKI
So what is the Anunnaki?
And it reads:
“The Anunnaki (also transcribed as: Anunna, Anunnaku, Ananaki and other variations)
are a group of Sumerian, Akkadian, Assyrian and Babylonian deities. The name is
variously written "da-nuna", "da-nuna-ke4-ne", or "da-nun-na", meaning something to
the effect of "those of royal blood" or 'princely offspring'. Their relation to the group
of gods known as the Igigi is unclear — at times the names are used synonymously but
in the Atra-Hasis flood myth they have to work for the Anunnaki, rebelling after 40 days
and replaced by the creation of humans.”
Okay now how many of you heard of the Igigi? I never have until I started this research
okay and it continues:
“In one myth the Igigi were the younger gods who were servants of the Annunaki, until
they rebelled and were replaced by the creation of humans. Jeremy Black and Anthony
Green offer a slightly different perspective on the Igigi and the Anunnaki, writing that
"lgigu or Igigi is a term introduced in the Old Babylonian Period as a name for the (ten)
"great gods". While it sometimes kept that sense in later periods, from Middle
Babylonian times on it is generally used to refer to the gods of heaven collectively, just
as the term Anunnakku (Anuna) was later used to refer to the gods of the underworld. In
the Epic of Creation, it is said that there are 300 lgigu of heaven.”
“According to later Babylonian myth, the Anunnaki were the children of Anu and Ki,
brother and sister gods, themselves the children of Anshar and Kishar (Sky pivot and
Earth pivot, the Celestial poles), who in turn were the children of Lahamu and Lahmu
("the muddy ones"), names given to the gatekeepers of the Abzu temple at Eridu, the
site at which the creation was thought to have occurred. Finally, Lahamu and Lahmu
were the children of Tiamat (Goddess of the Ocean) and Abzu (God of Fresh Water).”
Okay now after hearing that are you more confused? Or do you have a complete
understanding of what the Anunnaki is? This is what you would call Babble, better
known as confusion. What do they say? The Annunaki are space aliens? The Anunnaki
are the 300 gods of the underworld? No they are the 300 gods of heaven. They are
“those of royal blood” the 10 great gods. The Gods of fresh water the Goddess of Ocean.

This is UFO Religion, placing people in bondage looking towards the sky for
immortality. This is what you would call strong delusions.
This is from the book of James Yacob brother of Yahushuah:
And it reads:
“Who is a wise man and endued with knowledge among you? let him shew out of a
good conversation his works with meekness of wisdom.”
“But if ye have bitter envying and strife in your hearts, glory not, and lie not against
the truth. This wisdom descendeth not from above, but is earthly, sensual, devilish.”
Now I read this verse to observe those that are teaching it. Are there works with
meekness of wisdom? Or are the filled with bitter envy, lies and deception? So we have
to ask a question. All of this Anunnaki information. Where is it coming from? Is this
coming from the word or is it coming from those that have rewritten the word?
And it continues: the book of James Yacob brother of Yahushuah 3:16
“For where envying and strife is, there is confusion and every evil work.
But the wisdom that is from above is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, and easy to be
intreated, full of mercy and good fruits, without partiality, and without hypocrisy. And
the fruit of righteousness is sown in peace of them that make peace.”
Now like I said I am not doing this broadcast to offend anyone, I am doing this
broadcast for the Seed Of Yacob.
So lets dig deeper into this word confusion:
Ba·bel
“An ancient city in the land of Shinar in which the building of a tower (Tower of Babel)
intended to reach heaven was begun and the confusion of the language of the people
took place.”
Now there are two things we should notice about this definition of Babel. One is that
name Shinar. Shinar is in relations to the name Sumer. Sumer "Land of the civilized
lords" or "Native Land" Sumer, Sumerians, Akkadians, Babylon the Anunnuaki.
Okay now I am going to read a few verses in scriptures to help you get a better
understanding of this being called the Annunaki and we will start with Genesis 11

Genesis 11 and it reads:
“And the whole earth was of one language, and of one speech. And it came to pass, as
they journeyed from the east, that they found a plain in the land of Shinar; and they
dwelt there. And they said one to another, Go to, let us make brick, and burn them
throughly. And they had brick for stone, and slime had they for morter. And they said,
Go to, let us build us a city and a tower, whose top may reach unto heaven; and let us
make us a name, lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth.”
Now notice they are here in Shinar which is in relations to the name Sumer. Sumer
"Land of the civilized lords" or "Native Land" Sumer, Sumerians, Akkadians, Babylon
the Anunnuaki.
Genesis 11 and it reads:
“And The Most High came down to see the city and the tower, which the children of
men builded. And Yahuwah said, Behold, the people is one, and they have all one
language; and this they begin to do: and now nothing will be restrained from them,
which they have imagined to do. Go to, let us go down, and there confound their
language, that they may not understand one another's speech. So Yahuwah scattered
them abroad from thence upon the face of all the earth: and they left off to build the
city.”
Genesis 11:9 and it reads:
“Therefore is the name of it called Babel; because Yahuwah did there confound the
language of all the earth: and from thence did Yahuwah scatter them abroad upon the
face of all the earth.”
Okay now before I comment I want to read Chapter 10 now listen and try to notice
something:
“Now these are the generations of the sons of Noah, Shem, Ham, and Japheth: and unto
them were sons born after the flood. (Now keep this in mind this is after the flood) The
sons of Japheth; Gomer, and Magog, and Madai, and Javan, and Tubal, and Meshech,
and Tiras. And the sons of Gomer; Ashkenaz, and Riphath, and Togarmah. And the sons
of Javan; Elishah, and Tarshish, Kittim, and Dodanim. By these were the isles of the
Gentiles divided in their lands; every one after his tongue, after their families, in their
nations.”
Okay now many of you probably thought I was going to bring up that word Gentile. No
we should have that down by now. What I want you to notice was that statement “every
one after his tongue” By these were the isles of the Gentiles divided in their lands;
every one after his tongue, after their families, in their nations. Now listen to Genesis
11 "let us go down, and there confound their language, that they may not understand one
another's speech."

So now here is the question. What happened first Genesis 11 or Genesis 10? They
already had there own tongue and they already where divided in there own nations in
chapter 10 so why did The Most High have to confound their language?
Okay now this is pretty confusing if you do not understand what happen to Japheth. The
book of Genesis chapter 11 1-9 is speaking specific about the seed of Japheth. There are
two stories being told here. Now how about the Gentiles? "By these were the isles of the
Gentiles divided in their lands" So the question is who are these Gentiles?
Now lets take a look at the strongs
Gentile H1471 goy
“Apparently from the same root as H1465 (in the sense of massing); a foreign nation;
hence a Gentile; also (figuratively) a troop of animals, or a flight of locusts: - Gentile,
heathen, nation, people.” (Now I know you noticed that word locust)
Now if we go deeper into root words H1465 which references the prime root H1342
gaw-aw' “A primitive root; to mount up; hence in general to rise, (figuratively) be
majestic: - gloriously, grow up, increase, be risen, triumph.”
So here we see that the Isle of the Gentile are a people that are a heathen ,nation, a flight
of locust, a troop of animals, a nation of people that are Majestic, glorious and triumph.
Now what did it say about the Anunnaki?
"The Anunnaki are a group of Sumerian, Akkadian, Assyrian and Babylonian deeities.
The name is variously written "da-nuna", "da-nuna-ke4-ne", or "da-nun-na", meaning
something to the effect of "those of royal blood"[1] or 'princely offspring'."
Okay now listen to that statement “those of royal blood” this is speaking about DNA.
Now the questions is this. Who today is claiming Royal Blood or have you heard of the
Royal Bloodlines? Now I want you to really grasp this. Genesis 11 is speaking about an
event in the land of Sumer so great that it caused the language of the offspring of the
Sumaritainsto be confound. Now how was this done? Lets look at Genesis 11: 8 “So
YAHUWAH scattered them abroad from thence upon the face of all the earth: and they
left off to build the city. So how do you stop a Demonic being from communicating?
Remove it from that location. The seed of Japheth was scattered not Shem and not ham
only Japheth. Now keep this in mind it was the Assyrians that deported the seed of Ham
and Shem.

This is taken from a book called :
Corpus of Early Arabic Sources for West African History
“The people of the progeny of Hām, son of Noah, left the country of Babel, went to the
west, crossed the Euphrates, continued to Egypt and thence moved to East and West
Africa. West of the Nile the Zaghawa settled in Kanem, next the Hausa (text: H WDN),
then the Kawkaw and finally the people of Ghana
(Levtzion and Hopkins 1981: 21).
1Ch 5:26 “And the God of Israel stirred up the spirit of Pul king of Assyria, and the
spirit of Tilgathpilneser king of Assyria, and he carried them away, even the Reubenites,
and the Gadites, and the half tribe of Manasseh, and brought them unto Halah, and
Habor, and Hara, and to the river Gozan, unto this day.”
Okay now what about Japeth? How many of you studied the tribe of Tiras? First I want
to thank brother D for giving me this research. Because I was pretty clueless about Tiras,
but Tiras is a major key for our understanding. Now listen to what it says about Tiras.
Tiras: These are ths sons of Japheth; Gomer, and Magog, and Madai, and Javan, and
Tubal, and Meshech, and Tiras.
Okay now this is taken from Wikipedia:
“Tiras was, according to Genesis 10 and Chronicles 1, the last-named son of Japheth
who is otherwise unmentioned in the Hebrew Bible. According to the Book of Jubilees,
the inheritance of Tiras consisted of four large islands in the ocean. Josephus wrote that
Tiras became ancestor of the "Thirasians" (Thracians) — a "flame-haired" (red or blond
haired) people according to Xenophanes.”
So if Tiras is son of Noah then how do you get a blond haired grandson? So lets see
Noah was father of Ham and the Grandfather of the curly black haired people and the
red haired blue eyed people? Now how did Noah have all of these genes in his DNA?
“Some, including Noah Webster, have suggested that Tiras was worshiped by his
descendants as Thor, the god of thunder, equating both these forms with the Θουρος
(Thouros) mentioned by Homer as the "Ares (Mars) of the Thracians". The Icelandic
saga Prose Edda names Thor (or Tror) as a fair-haired chieftain ancestral to the
Germanic peoples, and a king of Thrace.”

Okay now this is taken from Creation Wiki. Www.creationwiki.org
The Encyclopedia of Creation Science: And it reads:
Tiras (Hebrew: תירס, Tīrās; "desire") was the seventh son of Japheth, according to
Genesis 10:2 .
“In this section we shall discover the part Canaanite origins of the Sioux, Akiri, and
Chivite Indians. Others in Alaska and in South America look much like the Mongoloids
of Asia and no doubt either a branch of Tiras migrated via that route or peoples
descended from Magog and the Turkic (Edomite) tribes migrated via that route. The
fascinating migration of the Déné and Na-Déné from Asia is detailed in The Déné and
Na-Déné Indian Migration - 1233AD by Ethel Stewart.”
“Ethel Stewart delves into the origin of the various American Indian tribes who were
ousted by Genghis Khan but who fled to the Americas in the 13th Century. In this large
book of over 500 pages, proofs utilized include linguistics, folklore, religion and
knowledge of Central Asia whence they sprang. One of these tribes, the Navajo, may be
a derivation of Nabajoth, whose sister, Esau married (Genesis 36:3). Nabajoth was a son
of Ishmael and as such the family name may have carried also via Esau.”
“Gen 36:6 And Esau took his wives, and his sons, and his daughters, and all the persons
of his house, and his cattle, and all his beasts, and all his substance, which he had got in
the land of Canaan; and went into the country from the face of his brother Jacob.”
Now who was in the land of Canaan at this time?
“Physical anthropologists recognize the diverse origins of the Indians, and have thus
attempted to classify them into three broad groups: Zentralid (Mexico, U.S.A.), Andid
(Peru), Brasilid (Brazil).[6] From where did they originate? And why is there but, one
brief reference to Tiras in the Bible and that is in the Table of Nations? He then
disappears from Scripture, unlike the other nations, which persist in the Near East for
some time. Is it because he disappeared so far from the Near East that he had no
consequence on the course of events in the Old World? If this is the case, then we should
look for a people far removed from the Old World.”
Now we know that Canaan was usurped by the Amalekites and Esau was marring these
people. We also know by now that the Amalekites overtook Japheth, but what we do put
together the so called Native Americans.
“So YAHUWAH scattered them abroad from thence upon the face of all the earth: and
they left off to build the city.”

Okay now lets look at the Aztecs. Now think about the human sacrifice rituals of the
Aztecs. The great pyramids found in the Aztec empire and how this world is going crazy
of the Mayan 2012 calendar. The Pyramid of the Moon and the Pyramid of the sun, the
Pyramid of Giza. This is deity communication. UFO Religion. Towers of Babel. It's all
the same. It's the MO the characteristics of the Annunaki. These are the beings that
where scattered by The Most High. Now the challenge is how do we place this into the
proper time frame. Also think about this how many of these people like Zachariah
Sitchin, Erich Von Däniken and other UFO prophets are using this information to create
confusion?
Now before I run out of time let me break this down. The Anunnaki is nothing more then
a demonic being. An old ancient demonic being. Those gray aliens that are
communicating with NASA nothing but demonic being. Those entities that are being
worshiped at the bohemian grove demonic beings. The so called Illuminati that give the
occult it's power demonic beings. Y'all know the verses “For we wrestle not against
flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the
darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.” Now if you don’t
take this verse serious you will be looking towards the sky. Looking for UFOs and
deceived into the new age UFO religion. People would rather believe in a space alien the
demonic entities. Because the aliens are giving immortality the demonic beings only
bring judgment.
Okay now back to this Anunnaki. Now I am reading this book called “The End Of Days
Armageddon and Prophesies of the return” by Zechariah Sitchin. Now this man has been
writing books since the 70s. He is considered the guru of the Sumerians and the Annunki
culture. The ambassador of planet Nibiru. But there is one problem. ALL OF IT WAS
MADE UP. If you go to www.sitchiniswrong.com you will find a man by the name of
Mike Heiser or better stated Dr Michael S Heiser who hold a PHD in Ancient Semitic
Languages. Hieser explains that Sitchen got it wrong. Nibiru was not some hidden 13th
planet, but the planet Jupiter. The term Nephilim dose not mean “they that came from
the sky”. Sitchen was wrong. By know people should know he was a Freemason a
Mason, Sitchin was not some PHD of the Ancient Sumerian culture, but a graduate of
London School of Economics and just like Wallace Dodd Fard, he is promoting this
UFO religion. It's all fake.
Now let's read Genesis 6:4
Gen 6:4 “There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons
of God came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same
became mighty men which were of old, men of renown.”

This is the one that set it off. Everyone was deceived by this scripture. Now lets see if
we can find an alternative meaning. I ask that you consider what I am bring fourth.
Because if you can get this all of the pieces will begin to come together.
There were giants in the earth in those days;
Giant H5303
From H5307; properly, a feller, that is, a bully or tyrant: - giant.
H5307 naphal
A primitive root; to fall, in a great variety of applications (intransitively or causatively,
literally or figuratively): - be accepted, cast (down, self, [lots], out), cease, die, divide
(by lot), (let) fail, (cause to, let, make, ready to) fall (away, down, -en, -ing), fell (-ing),
fugitive, have [inheritamce], inferior, be judged [by mistake for H6419], lay (along),
(cause to) lie down, light (down), be (X hast) lost, lying, overthrow, overwhelm, perish,
present (-ed, -ing), (make to) rot, slay, smite out, X surely, throw down.
H5309 nephel nephel neh'-fel, nay'-fel
From H5307; something fallen, that is, an abortion: - untimely birth.
So the Giant the Naphal is a Tyrant a bully. The Naphal was to fall, be accepted, cast
down, self LOTS out cease die divided by lot(Now do you see what this is saying? It
was to be accepted that something here was to cease die.) Let fail cause to fall, inferior,
be judged lay down, be lost, over thrown, PERISH, ROT, SLAY, SMITE, OUT surly
throw down. You see these Giants had there day in the sun and they could not handle the
heat. So they where suppose to die of. But what happen?
“the same became mighty men which were of old, men of renown. “
Now notice that the Giants became Mighty men. The Giant the ones that where to fall,
cease, die the ones that where inferior the ones that where judged for extinction became
mighty men, men of renown.
Now lets read Genesis 6 again:
“And it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and
daughters were born unto them, That the sons of Elohim saw the daughters of men that
they were fair; and they took them wives of all which they chose. And Yahuwah said,
My spirit shall not always strive with man, for that he also is flesh: yet his days shall be
an hundred and twenty years. “

Now notice how this statement come before the giants:
There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons of
ELIOHIM came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same
became mighty men which were of old, men of renown.
So now if you notice that the Giants became mighty men which were of old, men of
renown. Now did you notice what happened?
And YAHUWAH saw that the wickedness of man was great in the earth, and that every
imagination of the thoughts of his heart was only evil continually. And it repented
YAHUWAH that he had made man on the earth, and it grieved him at his heart. And
YAHUWAH said, I will destroy man whom I have created from the face of the earth;
both man, and beast, and the creeping thing, and the fowls of the air; for it repenteth me
that I have made them.
Okay now first when you break this down in the Strong’s you will see that the use of the
word GOD is H430 when speaking of the sons of god and H3068 when speaking about
The Creator. Now open your eyes this word Giant is speaking about:
Genesis 1:26 And the Elohim said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness:
and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and
over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon
the earth.
Okay now you have to separate the man and women created by the Elohim and the
Man created by The Most High and you start to understand the story. “There were giants
in the earth in those days” Now we have to tie this into science and the different types of
man. The modern Human and the Neanderthal Man. And you will begin to see what
took place.
Now listen to this article concerning the Neanderthal.
“The Cro-Magnon shared the European landscape with Neanderthals for some 10 000
years or more, before the latter disappear from the fossil record. The nature of their coexistence and the extinction of Neanderthals has been debated. Suggestions include
peaceful co-existence, competition, interbreeding, assimilation and genocide. Other
modern people, like the Qafzeh humans seem to have co-existed with Neanderthals for
up to 60 000 years in the Levant. “
So is the Neanderthal the Bully here the Tyrant. Now listen to the characteristics of the

Apex predictor (competition, interbreeding, assimilation and genocide) What specific
species on this planet has committed or instigated genocide for selfish gain?
“Earlier studies argue for more than 15 000 years of Neanderthal and modern human coexistence in France. A simulation based on a slight difference in carrying capacity in the
two groups indicates that the two groups would only be found together in a narrow zone,
at the front of the Cro-Magnon immigration wave.”
“Recent genetic studies of a wide selection of modern humans do however indicate
some form of hybridization with archaic humans took place after modern humans
emerged from Africa. About 1 to 4 percent of the DNA in Europeans and Asians appears
to be derived from Neanderthals, though none of it can conclusively be tied to a
European event.”
“ By these were the isles of the Gentiles divided in their lands; every one after his
tongue, after their families, in their nations. “

The Evidence:
War of the Words
A study of real history - deception & world conquest
by Carlo Vogels
"Cro-Magnon is Homo Sapiens and DNA matches with white Europeans who are alive
right now. In human genetics, Haplogroup R1b is the most frequent Y-chromosome
haplogroup in Western Europe. Its frequency is highest in Western Europe, especially in
Atlantic Europe (and due to European emigration, in North America, South America,
and Australia). In southern England, the frequency of R1b is about 70%, and in parts of
north and western England, Spain, Portugal, France, Wales, Scotland and Ireland, the
frequency of R1b is greater than 90%. It is also found in North Africa where its
frequency surpasses 10% in some parts of Algeria. Neanderthal is NOT Homo Sapiens.
The most recent tests from Italy, Britain and Berkeley, CA., USA, confirm this.
Mitochondrial DNA tests as well as, Nuclear DNA tests all show the same results."
Where dose white skin come from?
“Scientists at the Max Planck Institute have dug into the Neanderthal genome and find
that about 1% of Neanderthals possessed a mutation in the Melanocortin 1 receptor
(MC1R) which is located on chromosome 1. Human have two copies of each gene, one
inherited from each parent. The resulting change in the protein it controls causes those
who have this gene mutation to carry pheomelanin instead of the dark melanin in their
skin, hair and eyes. This gives them much more sensitive, light colored skin, freckles
and red hair. There research means that some Neanderthals, normally depicted with dark

skin and hair, were probably running around with pale skin and fiery locks.
Approximately 1% to 2% of the human population has red hair. Today, red hair is most
commonly found at the western fringes of Europe (4%). It is associated particularly with
those in Scotland (13% - 650,000 people), Ireland (10% - 420,000 people), Wales
(10%), and England. This matches the movement of the Celts and Picts as they were
pushed westward and northward in Britain and Ireland during the Roman conquest of
Britain, as well as the pattern of Viking settlement in the north of England”
Now I want you to look at this word Pheomelanin
“Pheomelanin is also found in hair and skin and is both in lighter-skinned humans and
darker-skinned humans. Pheomelanin imparts a pink to red hue and, thus, is found in
particularly large quantities in red hair.[4] Pheomelanin also may become carcinogenic
when exposed to the ultraviolet rays of the sun. In chemical terms, pheomelanin differs
from eumelanin in that its oligomer structure incorporates benzothiazine and
benzothiazole units that are produced,[5] instead of DHI and DHICA, when the amino
acid L-cysteine is present.”
Now did you hear that “Pheomelanin also may become carcinogenic when exposed to
the ultraviolet rays of the sun”
So this is telling us that within the Neanderthal DNA there is a gene called Pheomelanin
that is “carcinogenic when exposed to the Sun.” Now do you think this is why they
called them Cave Dwellers? Okay now try to put away the sci fi Ufology for a moment.
Lets put away the male angels with horny appetites for earth women. Now why would
the creator make an angelic being with a penis, sperm and not allowed them to us it.
Allow then to reproduce life after there DNA, but not give them the proper compatible
DNA. Like an angelic female being with a womb to give birth to angel babies. It's seems
like a waste to me. But if these being took wives thru possession literally then now
things start to make since. Okay have you ever heard of exorcism, demonic possession?
The invasion of the body snatchers.
And it Reads:
“The oldest references to demonic possession are from the Sumerians, who believed that
all diseases of the body and mind were caused by "sickness demons" called gidim or
gid-dim.[2] The priests who practiced exorcisms in these nations were called ashipu
(sorcerer) as opposed to an asu (physician) who applied bandages and salves.[3] Many
cuneiform tablets contain prayers to certain gods asking for protection from demons,
while others ask the gods to expel the demons that have invaded their bodies.”
Okay now what dose all this have to do with The Return Of The Anunnaki?

Well to answer the question I am going ask another question. Where is all of this
information about the Anunnaki coming from? We hear information from George and
Gillian Green, ZachariahZacharianSitchen, Steve Quale and all of the people of the line
of Japeth. Telling us about the Anunnaki. Do you think this is a deception? Guy Ballard,
the Ascended Masters, Benjamin Creme, Maitreya, Helen Blavatsky, Scientology, UFO
abductions, space aliens, Nibiru 2012 and The Return Of The Anunnaki. Well today you
will see this is all 100% bull.
Now think Hebrews. If the Annunaki are space aliens and Nibiru is some 13th planet
returning to drop off or pickup the space people. The same people that destroyed this
planet, then how is this going to glorify The Most High. This is no different then Helen
Blavatsky, Aliester Crowley, Guy Ballard, Wallace Dodd Ford, Freemasonry, Illuminati
and all of the other UFOOLGY deceptions.
Now do you think they might be trying to hide something? Most of us forgot that we are
at WAR with the seed of the serpent, the Amalekite the ones that are judged for
destruction. They created this story to hide whom they are. There children use this story
because they think that they are going to receive immortality. They believe that these
space beings are going to come back to this earth and grant them immortality after they
destroyed the earth enslaved the choose of The Most High AHYAH denied and stole the
message of Yahushuah and benefited from the deception of their forefathers. Now there
telling us that this Anunnaki is to come back from space and give them immortality.
Oh really!
“Okay the purpose of me going over the books of Genesis 6, Genesis 11, Genesis 10 the
Giant, Japheth, the Neanderthal and the connection to the European is to draw your
attention to the a carefully played out plan of deception that has been moving for many
many years. What I am going to tell you today is what they do not want you to know.
Because this plan is there only hope. They have put so much into this deception. That if
people find out it's Bull it's all over. They will have no place to hide. This is why we see
the world changing into a police state. What do they have left if we see them for who
they are. Okay now I am going to read something from the booklet called The Return Of
the Anunnaki by Gillian Dearmond Green. I will place a link to this book in my blog.

Now understand Gillian Green is marred to George Green the owner of a website called
NOHOAX.COM. George Green supports and promotes a man by the name of Billy
Meier a proven Fraudster. Gillian Green the author of The Return Of the Anunnaki
supports and promotes Zachariah Sitchen another proven fraudster. Billy Meier is the co
author of a book called the Talmud Of Jamuel which is also a proven fraud. Now think

about this George Green an ex elite banker is going to give us the truth to set us free
from captivity. And his wife Gillian is going to tell us how to become immortal with
help from the Anunnaki. Okay now here are just a few paragraphs from the booklet.
And It Reads:
Now this is speaking about these angelic entities that where separated from the
creator to assist the creation. They are what we call the Watchers.
And it picks up on page nine: “Eventually they came to think of themselves almost as
a species within and of the creation and as such decided to settle on a planet of their
own. What followed was perhaps the worst time in their long history. They were so far
removed from the magnificence of their beginnings that wars broke out amongst them as
they became greedy for power and control. Although many tried to stay true to their
original purpose of service they all paid a terrible price for their behavior. Having
destroyed their home they were in need of another place to settle and finally made a new
home for themselves on the Crossing Planet, Nibiru, whose great orbital path crosses our
solar system and returns home every three thousand, six hundred earth years.”
“It was in this way that the Elohim, those who came to be called the Anunnaki,
eventually came to reside on a planet near to the new Earth. For millions of years there
was no real interest in the Earth itself, but whenever the orbit of Nibiru passed too close
to Saturn that planets’ powerful magnetic field attracted vast quantities of the
atmospheric material from Nibiru. This material can still be seen today in the rings of
Saturn.”
“This loss of atmospheric integrity became a serious problem to Nibiru and it was
decided that an atmospheric shield was needed. The chosen material for this purpose
was to be powdered gold because of its non-magnetic and incorruptible qualities. “
Now keep in mind this is the same information that Zachariah Sitchin speaks on in his
numerous books. Now I advice you to go to Dr Michael S Heiser website. I am not
impressed with a PHD, but his work in the Ancient Semitic culture is eye opening. His
website is found at: www.sitchiniswrong.com

He prove Zachariah Sitchin was pretty ignorant about the text? And this Anunnaki
beings did you notice how they had to get the GOLD. The gold disappeared because it
was turned into powdered and flown into outer-space. Now I wonder how certain people
had so much gold to loan to all of the other nations? Now I got just three words. HOOK
LINE SINKER !

And it reads:
“The great difficulty was that a previous cosmic event had resulted in the solar system’s
planets being divided into two distinct areas, the inner planets being separated from the
outer planets by a barrier of disorganized and lethal asteroids. One day, one of the
Elohim, wishing to make a hero of himself, took a great risk and discovered a way
through the deadly spinning rocks, essentially turning his ship into a giant water cannon,
….and it worked. Once this pathway to Earth was opened then it was possible for the
Elohim to descend to the surface and begin the search for gold.”
Now did you hear the Water Cannon? “He turned his a space ship into a giant water
cannon, to search for the gold”. Can someone say FLOURIDE in the water? Now I
advice you to read this Pulitzer prize classic for yourself.
I am going to move on to the reason why I am reading this. Garbage.
And it reads:
“And like the creation, we who are humans on planet Earth are not intended to moulder
in our graves but to spring out of the darkness of death and into new life. It is for this
reason that I wish to tell this story about the Return of the Anunnaki.”
“Now I pick up the story about 14,000 years ago. The ruler-ship of An through his sons,
daughter and grandchildren, was well-established on earth. Gold had been mined out of
Africa and sent home, an ice age was ending, a flood was becoming imminent and
earth’s indigenous human population had been genetically altered forever, with some
disastrous results. The new humans had already spread from Sumeria across much of
the planet and were inter-breeding energetically with local populations wherever they
went, also with disastrous results.”
Now observe how this matches with Genesis 6th.
“ Gen 6:4 There were giants in the earth in those days; and also after that, when the sons
of God came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare children to them, the same
became mighty men which were of old, men of renown. “
This is recent research about the Neanderthal:
“Recent genetic studies of a wide selection of modern humans do however indicate
some form of hybridization with archaic humans took place after modern humans
emerged from Africa. About 1 to 4 percent of the DNA in Europeans and Asians appears
to be derived from Neanderthals, though none of it can conclusively be tied to a

European event”
Now here is Return Of the Anunnaki again:
“At the beginning when the upright hominid species, which were seen as part of the
naturally developing flora and fauna indigenous to earth, were chosen as candidates for
the genetic engineering project in hopes of providing an intelligent work force, it was
viewed in much the same way as we view training animals as helpers today. It was
anticipated that the newly altered species would be incapable of reproducing, have a
long lifespan and then die. The further genetic tinkering done by one of the Anunnaki
lords, wishing to more rapidly increase the supply of these new people was never
approved by the general council. “
Genesis 6:1
“And it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and
daughters were born unto them, That the sons of God saw the daughters of men that they
were fair; and they took them wives of all which they chose. And the LORD said, My
spirit shall not always strive with man, for that he also is flesh: yet his days shall be an
hundred and twenty years.”
The Neanderthal:
“Scientists at the Max Planck Institute have dug into the Neanderthal genome and find
that about 1% of Neanderthals possessed a mutation in the Melanocortin 1 receptor
(MC1R) which is located on chromosome 1. Human have two copies of each gene, one
inherited from each parent. The resulting change in the protein it controls causes those
who have this gene mutation to carry pheomelanin instead of the dark melanin in their
skin, hair and eyes. This gives them much more sensitive, light colored skin, freckles
and red hair. There research means that some Neanderthals, normally depicted with dark
skin and hair, were probably running around with pale skin and fiery locks.”
Okay now keep in mind pheomelanin is cancerous when exposed to the sun. Now are
you starting to see. The man that was created to live beyond 120 years. Is now
vulnerable to the life giving sun. This is telling us that Adam's genes have grown weaker
do to the breading with the Neanderthal.

And it Reads:
“The problems were further compounded when it was discovered that the genetic
engineering, which had removed four genes from the earthlings and replaced them with
two Anunnaki genes, was faulty and had left the new humans vulnerable to a wide
range of auto-immune diseases which reduced their usefulness and caused them much

suffering.” Now they are manipulating the genes of the planets, fish, seeds everything
they are not natural. They are soulless beings.
And it continues:
“With all this in mind, the council decided not to issue any warnings of the coming great
flood, but to let nature take its course. The new humans would be lost to the flood
waters. It did not quite turn out that way as one of the council, the lord who had done the
“tinkering” in the first place, had qualms of conscience about letting the new humans
die, especially as he had fathered sons amongst them (as had many of the Anunnaki by
that time), and so he broke his word to keep silent about the flood and told his earth son
about what was coming. He gave him and his family instructions on how to build a
submarine, for the Anunnaki are great submariners, and suggested he get as many people
as possible on board together with some animal breeding pairs. In this way he saved his
earth family. “
So know we see. According to the story of the Anunnaki they survived the flood.
Numbers 13
“And they told him, and said, We came unto the land whither thou sentest us, and surely
it floweth with milk and honey; and this is the fruit of it. Nevertheless the people be
strong that dwell in the land, and the cities are walled, and very great: and moreover we
saw the children of Anak there. The Amalekites dwell in the land of the south: and the
Hittites, and the Jebusites, and the Amorites, dwell in the mountains: and the Canaanites
dwell by the sea, and by the coast of Jordan. And Caleb stilled the people before Moses,
and said, Let us go up at once, and possess it; for we are well able to overcome it. But
the men that went up with him said, We be not able to go up against the people; for they
are stronger than we. And they brought up an evil report of the land which they had
searched unto the children of Israel, saying, The land, through which we have gone to
search it, is a land that eateth up the inhabitants thereof; and all the people that we saw
in it are men of a great stature. And there we saw the giants, the sons of Anak, which
come of the giants: and we were in our own sight as grasshoppers, and so we were in
their sight.”
Now here is where you should go back to what I said about this word GIANT Naphal
the ones that where judged to die, they where to be extinction. But they where used by
the demonic. Then they BECAME mighty men....Amalekites.
This is From the Return Of The Anunnaki:
“Many others carrying the Anunnaki gene also survived around the planet because they
were in high mountainous areas when the disaster struck. And so the New Humans
continue to today, still with the defective gene count and sadly still suffering from the
results of that original faulty engineering. Some time after the flood, and after several

uproars, fighting and general disagreement amongst themselves about who should be in
charge, the Anunnaki council made the decision to pull out. Up until this period the
Anunnaki had directly ruled the planet themselves through city states, using chosen
individuals who were trained into a priesthood to act as emissaries between themselves
and the people at large.”
Neanderthal admixture theory
“ Genetic research has confirmed that some interbreeding has taken place. The genomes
of non-Africans include portions that are of Neanderthal origin, due to interbreeding
between Neanderthals and the ancestors of Eurasians in Northern Africa or the Middle
East prior to their spread. Rather than absorption of the Neanderthal population, this
gene flow appears to have been of limited duration and limited extent. An estimated 1 to
4 percent of the DNA in Europeans and Asians (i.e. French, Chinese and Papua
probands) is non-modern, and shared with ancient Neanderthal DNA rather than with
Sub-Saharan Africans (i.e. Yoruba and San probands). ”
Okay now one more time to be clear: The Cain Bone connected to the Neanderthal bone.
Neanderthal bone connected to the Japheth bone the Japheth bone connected to the Esau
bone. The Esau bone connected to the Khazar Bone the Khazar bone connected to the
Ashkenazim bone. The Ashkenazim bone connected to Annunaki bone the Annunaki
bone connected to the Neanderthal bone. And this brother and sisters is the root of the
coming UFO Religion. Wake Up Hebrews
Now I am going to play something really quick then I will take your called.

